
Rosengrens AT-Dep
Secure deposit and storage of money

Rosengrens Deposit Safe AT-Dep is based on the comprehensive safe 

range Atlantic which has been tested according to the European norm 

EN-1143-1 and certifi ed by ECB•S. The deposit safe AT-Dep is available 

in 2 models and 2 different levels, equivalent to Grade I and Grade II. The 

deposit drawer is an integral part of the safe which has the same security 

level. AT-Dep is a good alternative to deposit and store money in a burglar-

protected safe. You can easily deposit money into the safe while it remains 

locked. This means that the personnel, without access to codes or keys, 

can deposit money at any time day or night. The various interior fi ttings 

give the possibility to provide storage in the areas not used for deposits. 
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Rosengrens AT-Dep
Secure deposit and storage of money

Deposit: Rosengrens deposit safe AT-Dep is very easy to handle. When depositing, the deposit 
drawer is pulled out and the money is placed in a special compartment. The drawer is then closed, 
and the money falls down into the protected area without any chance for the person who deposited 
the money to reach anything in the safe. The ”pull-resistance” of the deposit drawer is very high and 
the deposit drawer is equipped with an anti-fi shing device preventing any manipulation.

Burglary protection: Rosengrens AT-Dep is based on the Atlantic safe range which has been tested 
according to the European norm EN 1143-1 and certifi ed by ECB•S in Grade I and Grade II. 

Locks: As standard AT-Dep is equipped with Rosengrens resettable key lock RKL-10 on the safe 
door. The high security key lock RKL-10 has more than 90 million key variation possibilities. As an 
option Rosengrens new electronic lock REL is available. Optional mechanical combination lock is 
another alternative. The drawer is as standard equipped with a cylinder lock, but for increased 
security Rosengrens key lock RKL-10 and electronic lock REL are options.

Design: The attractive design and colour of the safe, make it easy to fi t in any modern environment. 
The smallest model AT-Dep is suitable to place under the desk. The AT-Dep is prepared for anchoring 
to the fl oor or back wall.

Quality and environmental management systems: The Rosengrens Atlantic cash safes are all manufac-
tured in accordance with the ISO 9001 quality management system and the ISO 14001 environmental 
management system.

Rosengrens Product Guidelines: The construction of the Atlantic range has been tested and approved 
to the Rosengrens Product Guidelines which are based on all relevant European norms. The aim is to 
verify the user friendliness, safety and product lifetime, thereby assuring customers that our products 
live up to the highest expectations. 

Fixed shelf
Size 10x450x295

Reinforced shelf
Size 10x450x295

 
Extensible shelf with 
removable tray
Size 75x370x295

Extensible shelf with 
removable drawer
Size 52x370x295

Model External dimensions (mm) Internal dimensions* (mm)      Weight (kgs)  Vol.
AT-Dep Height Width Depth Height  Width      Depth         Grade I   Grade II (lit)
 
52 615 540 490 414 460 320   225        229 63
72 815 540 490 614 460 320   285        289 90
* Drawer not included. Drawer internal dimensions 80x365x230 

      AT Dep 52                     AT Dep 72
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